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1 Overview 

 

The IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700, code named Hydra, is the new generation of tape 

virtualization solution for mainframe systems designed to replace the IBM Virtual Tape Server 

(VTS). 

 

The most important characteristics of Hydra are: 

- a more modular and  scalable architecture; 

- a new grid configuration presenting more virtual tape servers as a single tape subsystem to 

the attached hosts; 

- a statistics production system completely redesigned. 

 

In this paper, after a short introduction to the Hydra architecture and to the grid feature, we will 

describe the newly available statistics and how to collect them.  

 

2 Hydra architecture 

 

The TS7700 virtualization engine is built on a distributed node architecture. The architecture design 

includes both vNodes and hNodes. 
 

The vNode is the virtualization node and has to present the image of virtual drives to host systems. 

It receives tape mounts requests and processes them. A vNode translates them to virtual tape drive 

requests and uses files in a disk subsystem (the so called Tape Volume Cache) to represent the 

logical tape volume image. 
 

The hNode is the hierarchical data storage management node and has to perform all management of 

a logical tape volume residing in the Tape Volume Cache or in a physical tape after it has been 

created or altered by the host system through a vNode.  

Only the hNode is aware of physical tape resources and the relationships between the logical 

volumes and physical volumes. It is also responsible for any replication of the logical volumes and 

their attributes across site boundaries. 

 

The current TS7700 virtualization engine implementation is based on vNode and hNode running on 

the same hardware; in architectural terms, this implementation is referred to as a gNode (general 

node). 
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Figure 1 
 

3 Clusters and grids 

 

A Cluster is the combination of the Virtualization Engine with a disk subsystem providing the Tape 

Volume Cache cluster. It also includes that part of a Tape Library which is assigned to the 

Virtualization Engine
1
. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 
 

 

More TS7700 clusters can be interconnected in a multi-cluster grid configuration to provide a 

disaster recovery/high availability solution.  

The grid enablement feature must be installed on all TS7700 Virtualization Engines in the grid, and 

an Ethernet connection must be established between the clusters.  

 

Logical volume attributes and data can be replicated across the clusters in a multi-cluster grid 

configuration to ensure the continuation of production work if a single cluster becomes unavailable. 

Any data replicated between the clusters is accessible through any of the other clusters in a grid 

configuration.  

 

A multi-cluster grid configuration presents a single image to the host (called Composite Library), 

such that the entire subsystem appears as a single virtual tape server to the attached hosts
2
.  

 

A TS7700 multi-cluster grid can currently comprise two or three clusters only. 

                                                
1
 Based on the architecture design it could be possible to include more nodes and disk subsystems in a cluster. However 

the current Hydra implementation uses only one vNode, one hNode and one disk subsystem in a cluster. 
2
 More multi-cluster grids can be attached to host systems and operate independent of one another. 
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4 Available statistics  

 

Two types of statistics are provided: Point-in-Time Statistics and Historical Statistics  

 

Point-in-time statistics are useful to understand what’s happening in the TS7700 subsystem at this 

moment. In fact data provided by this type of statistic is a snapshot of the activity over the last 15-

second interval
3
. Each new 15-second interval data overlays the previous interval’s data 

 

Historical statistics are useful to understand how you are using TS7700 resources. 

The data provided by this type of statistic is captured over a 15-minute interval. Each new 15-

minute interval data does not overlay the prior interval’s data
4
; 90 rolling days of historical statistics 

are kept in the TS7700 subsystem database. 
 

The following table summarizes all the available statistics records. 

 

Record 

data type 

Description Number of records Statistics Type 

01 (x01) Vnode Virtual Device  1 per Vnode Point in Time 

02 (x02) Vnode Adapter  1 per Vnode Point in Time 

16 (x10) Hnode HSM 1 per Hnode Point in Time 

17 (x11) Hnode Grid 1 per Hnode Point in Time 

32 (x20) Vnode Virtual Device  1 per Vnode Historical 

33 (x21) Vnode Adapter  1 per Vnode Historical 

48 (x30) Hnode HSM  1 per Hnode Historical 

50 (x32) Hnode Library  1 per physical library attached to a 

Cluster 

Historical 

51 (x33) Hnode Grid  1 per Hnode Historical 

Figure 3 

 

Point-in-time statistics can be useful to check anomalies in real time but, from the Capacity 

Management point of view, the really valuable information is in the Historical records.  

 

Therefore we will focus only on these records in the following chapters.  

 

5 Collecting Historical statistics 

 

Most of the information used to perform Capacity Management activities for mainframe 

environments can be found in just one place: the SMF files. 

At first, IBM virtual tape solutions used to write SMF 94 records to provide all the needed 

information. Starting from the TS7700 subsystem, IBM decided not to write SMF 94 anymore but 

to collect all statistical records in a database internal to the subsystem. 

 

 

                                                
3 Not all data is updated every 15 seconds. 
4
 But not all data is updated every 15 minutes.  
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5.1 Getting Historical statistics using IEBGENER 
 

To get statistical records, IBM provides an internal facility called Bulk Volume Information 

Retrieval (BVIR) which allows you to initiate a request for information and get the results by using 

a two step JCL running the standard IEBGENER utility.  

 

The result is a file on tape in Undefined format containing binary data which has to be interpreted 

by using the appropriate record formats (see IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series - Statistical 

Data Format - White Paper). 

 

Alternatively IBM provides a reporting tool, called VEHSTATS, you can run on BVIR produced 

files to get reports. VEHSTATS has to be downloaded from the IBM tools 

(ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/storage/tapetool ). 

 

 

5.2 Getting Historical statistics in SMF 
 

Many customers disagree with this IBM decision because it requires separate processing for the 

Historical statistics from the standard SMF flow.  

So IBM decided to provide additional IBM tools which allow for the writing of Historical statistics 

records in SMF. 

 

The second step of the provided BVIRHSTS JCL (see Figure 4) runs on one cluster and using the 

GETHIST program  gets all the Historical statistics records for all the clusters in the grid. 

The only parameters needed are the start and end dates (SDATE, EDATE). 

 

The third step writes all the records obtained to SMF by using the CPYHIST program, which has to 

reside on an APF authorized library. 

The only parameter needed is the SMF record number to use (SMFNUM). 

 
//BVIRHIST PROC USERHLQ=USERID,      HI-LEVEL FOR USER DATA FILES       00240000 

//        TOOLHLQ=TOOLID,         HLQ FOR LOAD AND CNTL                 00250000 

//        SITE=SITENAME,          2ND LEVEL QUALIFIER                   00260005 

//        VTSID=VTSID,       CLUSTER SERIAL NUMBER TO BE PART OF DSN    00270000 

//        UNIT=VTAPE              UNITNAME ON THIS VTS                  00280000 

//*                                                                     00290000 

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                             00300000 

//DEL1     DD  UNIT=(&UNIT,,DEFER),DISP=(MOD,DELETE),                   00310000 

//             DSN=&USERHLQ..&SITE..£&VTSID..BVIRTAPE                   00320006 

//*                                                                     00330000 

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=GETHIST         ISSUE HISTORICAL STATS REQUEST      00340000 

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TOOLHLQ..IBMTOOLS.LOAD                     00350000 

//SYSLIST  DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 00360000 

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 00370000 

//BVIRREQ  DD  DSN=&USERHLQ..&SITE..£&VTSID..BVIRTAPE,                  00380007 

//             UNIT=&UNIT,LABEL=(,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),                 00390000 

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,TRTCH=NOCOMP)           00400000 

//*                                                                     00410000 

//STEP3    EXEC PGM=CPYHIST   APF LIBRARY NEEDED IF WRITING TO SMF      00420000 

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=USER.AUTH.LIB                               00430000 

//SYSLIST  DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 00440000 

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                                00450000 

//RECLIST  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                00460000 
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//SYSUT1   DD   DSN=&USERHLQ..&SITE..£&VTSID..BVIRTAPE,                 00470006 

//             DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=22000),                             00480000 

//             DISP=(OLD,DELETE)                                        00490000 

//SYSUT2 DD  DSN=NULLFILE,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=22000),                  00500001 

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(40,25),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA         00510000 

//   PEND                                                               00520000 

//*                                                                     00530000 

//GETHIST  EXEC BVIRHIST                                                00540001 

//STEP2.SYSCNTL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TOOLHLQ..IBMTOOLS.JCL(EXPIRE)          00550000 

//     DD  *                                                            00560000 

 SDATE= 01FEB2007;         USE HERE AS DDMONYEAR                        00570000 

 EDATE= 01FEB2007;         USE HERE AS DDMONYEAR                        00580000 

*SDATE= TODAY- 1;         THIS FORMAT PULLS STATS FROM PREVIOUS DAY     00590000 

*EDATE= TODAY- 1;                                                       00600000 

*  SEE MEMBER, VEHDATES, FOR MORE DETAIL ON DATES                       00601012 

//STEP3.SYSCNTL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TOOLHLQ..IBMTOOLS.JCL(EXPIRE)          00610000 

//     DD  *                                                            00620000 

 SMFNUM = 194;   USER SELECTABLE SMF £ FOR QUARTER HOUR STATISTICS      00630001 

*   THE SMF TIME STAMP WILL BE THE QUARTER HOUR DATE/TIME ORIGINALLY    00640000 

*    WRITTEN EVEN IF PULLED SEVERAL DAYS LATER.                         00650000 

//*                                                                     00660000 

Figure 4 
 

The main disadvantage of using the BVIRHSTS JCL is that you need to download IBM tools 

periodically because they have an expiration date, set by IBM, to ensure that customers don’t use 

obsolete objects. 

This is the reason for the SYSCNTL statements in Figure 4. 

 

The main advantage is that Historical statistics can be integrated into the standard SMF processing, 

already in place at any customer site. 

 

6 Conclusions 

 

The new IBM virtual tape subsystem presents a new interesting architecture and features which will 

make it a fundamental component of customers’ disaster recovery solutions. It also provides a 

complete set of Historical statistics which can be extremely useful in all Capacity Management 

activities. 

Unfortunately these statistics are not natively integrated in SMF but they are collected in a DB 

internal to the subsystem. 

In this paper we show how to get them out and how to write them to the active SMF. 


